PART A

Q. 1 Fill in the blanks choosing suitable conjunctions: (1/2x5 = 2 1/2)

1. Learning French is hard ___________ interesting. (because, but)
2. Mrs. Annie is tall ___________ slim. (and, or)
3. This dress is old ___________ looks new. (and, but)
4. I didn’t know whether to turn left _________ right. (but, or)
5. Jim is happy ___________ he won the race. (because, but)

Q. 2 Fill in the blanks choosing the verb and write it in simple present tense: like drink speak cry go (1/2x5 = 2 1/2)

1. Rohan ___________ only in English in the school.
2. The baby ___________ all day.
4. Zoya ___________ coffee three times a day.
5. Amit ___________ to karate class every Sunday.
Q.3 Join the following sentences using conjunctions given in the bracket: (1x3=3)

1. Anita is sad. She lost her ring. (because)

2. My wife plays tennis. My wife plays football. (and)

3. Seema can draw well. She can't cook. (but)

Q.4 Fill in the blanks with the proper plural form of words given in the brackets: (5x1/2=21/2)

1. I eat two ____________ for breakfast. (sandwich)

2. My ___________ are very small. (foot)

3. Bangkok and Las Vegas are hot __________. (city)

4. There are two __________ under the sofa. (mouse)

5. I have to buy some __________ for dinner. (carrot)

Q.5 Fill in the blanks with present continuous tense of the verb in the bracket: (1/2 x 3=1 1/2)

1. A kite ________________ in the air. (fly)

2. We ________________ because we have a test tomorrow. (study)

3. The cat ________________ after the mouse. (run)

Q.6 Frame the sentence in the present continuous form using given hints (1x1=1)

1. The chef/cook/a meal

---
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Q.7 Fill in the blanks choosing the appropriate pronouns and complete the passage: (1/2 x 6 = 3)

John and Mary were brother and sister. One day _______(he, they) returned home from school and went to the kitchen. James saw a cat drinking the milk kept for(they, them)__________. _____(He, She) screamed and got scared. Mary was a brave girl. _______(It, She) was not afraid of anything and shooed the cat away. James saw the cat running out. _______(They, He) came back into the kitchen and praised Mary for her courage. Mary thanked (them, him)______.

Q.8 Rewrite the sentences from singular to plural: (4 x 1 = 4)

1. The wolf killed all the sheep.
   ____________________________________________________________

2. If you don’t water the plant, its leaf will dry.
   ____________________________________________________________

3. The gentleman sat on the chair.
   ____________________________________________________________

4. The child went to see the actor.
   ____________________________________________________________

Q.9 Underline the verbs and rewrite the sentences in present continuous tense: (4 x 1 = 4)

1. Sunita waters the plant.
   ____________________________________________________________

2. The boys fight for the ball.
   ____________________________________________________________

3. He does the laundry.
   ____________________________________________________________

4. He takes photographs.
   ____________________________________________________________
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Q.10 Fill in the blanks with the **simple present tense**:  

\[
\frac{1}{2} \times 4 = 2
\]

1. Mary _________ (play / plays) badminton on Thursdays.

2. Ravi & John _________ (go / goes) to school at 07:00 AM.

3. I _________ (swims / swim) every weekend.

4. My mother _________ (clean / cleans) my bedroom daily.

Q.11 **Underline the nouns and change to their opposite gender and rewrite the sentence:**  

\[
1 \times 4 = 4
\]

1. The man went to the party with his brother.

2. The queen had called a maid-servant.

3. The actress is a widow.

4. The landlord has a grandmother.

PART B

Q.12 **Frame sentences for the following:** (any 3)  

\[
1 \times 3 = 3
\]

1. smiled

2. hidden

3. search

4. suddenly

5. appeared
Q.13 Fill in the blanks with the **contractions** for the words in the bracket:

\[ (1/2 \times 3 = 1 1/2) \]

1. The girls ______ listening to the teacher. (are not)

2. ______ already given work to the children. (I have)

3. ______ be online for the meeting. (he will)

Q.14 Answer the following in a **word** or a **sentence**.

\[ (1 \times 4 = 4) \]

1. I'm not sure Mr. Sticky is quite up to the job yet means

2. It is a curved structure with a passage through it

3. Abby saw another water snail with Mr Sticky and she named it

4. Mother used a special ______ to clean the gravel.

\[ (1 \times 1 = 1) \]

Q.15 Water snails are put in a fish tank because

\[ \text{ } \]

\[ \text{ } \]

Q.16 Pick out the **correct word** and underline it:

\[ (1/2 \times 2 = 1) \]

1. algae, algea allgeae alggea

2. graval gravel gravael graveal
Q.17 Solve the cross word puzzle with the opposites of the word clues: \((1 \times 5 = 5)\)

**ACROSS**
1. Perfectly
2. Lovely

**DOWN**
3. Trimmed
4. Smile
5. Appear

Q.18 Answer the following questions. (any 3) \((1 \frac{1}{2} \times 3 = 4 \frac{1}{2})\)

1. Who said "That looks fun"? What was the person talking about?
2. What did her mother use to search for the snail? What did Abby use to search for the snail?

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

3. Who spotted the snail first? Where was it? Who was with it?

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

4. How do we know that Abby’s mother was a very busy working woman?

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________